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Introduction and Administrative
Restroom and Refreshments are up to you.

If you want to receive WINGS credit for this session you 
will have to sign into your faasafety.gov account and use 
the procedures described in the past meetings.

EXCEPT:  Look for this specific IMC Club Meeting - don’t use 
the generic meeting entry.



IMC Club Purpose
The IMC Club’s purpose is to promote instrument flying, proficiency, 
and safety. The intent is to create a community of pilots willing to 
share information, provide recognition, foster communications, 
promote safety, and build proficiency in instrument flying.

IMC Club is a subsidiary of the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA). 
Continued participation in IMC Club activities requires an active EAA 
membership. See your meeting coordinator for more information.



IMC Club Presentation Archive
The slides from these presentations can reviewed at:

https://eaa1361.org/

Select:  Blog - Flight Training - IMC Club Presentations

https://eaa1361.org/


Notes From Last Meeting

In April we were flying in a  vintage Cessna C-172 with the standard 6-pack of instruments to get some IFR 
practice. The flight was from from your home airport at Chicago's Midway Airport to Greater Kankakee 
Airport(KIKK) about 40 NM south to fly a few approaches and return

We discussed the reasoning behind conducting the flight with the weather conditions in place and the risk 
factors that were involved. 

Once the flight was underway and an engine power issue developed we discussed the options the pilot had at 
that point.

Any questions or comments?



Announcements
Sat, May 29 - Georgetown, CA Fly-in - (E36) - 2 PM - campsites available

Tue, Jun 1- VMC Club Meeting - 6 PM

Wed, Jun 2 - National Donut Day

Thu, Jun 3 - EAA Chapter 1361 Meeting - 6 PM  Reno-Stead Terminal and via Zoom

Sun, Jun 6 - Sun, Jun 12 - Pylon Racing School (TFR) - formation training June 3-5

Tue, Jun 15 - WINGS Presentation - The Art of the Go-Around - 5:45 pm via Zoom

Tue, Jun 22 - ( Fourth Tuesday) - IMC Club Meeting - 6 PM - Online using Zoom 

Sat, Jun 26 - Stead Airport Manager Presentation - Reno-Stead Terminal - TBD

    



Discussion - Quiz Time!

    



1. You're navigating with a VOR and you're 30 NM from the station. How wide is 1 
radial (1 degree) at your current location?

A. .25 NM
B. .5 NM
C. .75 NM
D. 1 NM
E. 1.25 NM
F. 1.5 NM



1. You're navigating with a VOR and you're 30 NM from the station. How wide is 1 
radial (1 degree) at your current location?

A. .25 NM
B. .5 NM
C. .75 NM
D. 1 NM
E. 1.25 NM
F. 1.5 NM

For every 60 NM from the station, 1 degree is 1 NM wide. So 30 NM from the station means 1 degree is .5 NM 
wide.



2. You're descending through FL180 and you forget to reset your altimeter to the current 
barometric pressure setting of 29.34. What will your actual MSL altitude be when your 
indicated altitude reads 864'?

A. 1444’ MSL

B. 284’ MSL

C. 1148’ MSL

D. 568’ MSL



2. You're descending through FL180 and you forget to reset your altimeter to the current 
barometric pressure setting of 29.34. What will your actual MSL altitude be when your 
indicated altitude reads 864'?

A.  1444’ MSL

B. 284’ MSL

C. 1148’ MSL

D. 568’ MSL

29.92 - 29.34 = 0.58 X 1000 = 580'.  864' - 
580 = 284'. Remember the saying "High to 
low, look out below".  Since you went 
from a high pressure setting to a low 
pressure setting, your indicated altitude 
will be higher than your true altitude.

And the TDZE is 664’ MSL



3.  You're in IMC. During your instrument scan, your airspeed, altimeter, and VSI (0 
fpm) are all constant. However, the turn coordinator and attitude indicator show a 
turn to the right, while the heading indicator is stationary. What instrument failed?

    
A. Attitude Indicator

B. Turn Coordinator

C. Altimeter

D. Heading Indicator



3.  You're in IMC. During your instrument scan, your airspeed, altimeter, and VSI (0 
fpm) are all constant. However, the turn coordinator and attitude indicator show a 
turn to the right, while the heading indicator is stationary. What instrument failed?

    
A. Attitude Indicator

B. Turn Coordinator

C. Altimeter

D. Heading Indicator

Because the airspeed, altimeter, and VSI are all constant you know the aircraft is neither 
descending nor climbing. 

Knowing that the turn coordinator is powered separately than the attitude and heading 
indicator, as long as its fail flag isn't visible, you know it is a reliable instrument to reference. 

In other words, knowing that both the turn coordinator and the attitude indicator are showing 
a turn to the right, you can determine that the inoperative instrument is the heading indicator, 
which isn't in agreement with the two other gyroscopic instruments.



4.  Calibrated airspeed corrects indicated airspeed for ___________.

A. Position and installation errors

B. Position and installation errors plus nonstandard pressure

C. Position and installation errors plus nonstandard pressure and 
temperature

D. Position and installation errors plus compression in the pitot 
tube



4.  Calibrated airspeed corrects indicated airspeed for ___________.

A. Position and installation errors

B. Position and installation errors plus nonstandard pressure

C. Position and installation errors plus nonstandard pressure and 
temperature

D. Position and installation errors plus compression in the pitot tube

Calibrated airspeed corrects indicated airspeed for position and installation 
errors.  

Equivalent airspeed (EAS) factors in compressibility (only an issue for 
high-speed aircraft)

True airspeed (TAS) factors in non-standard pressure and temperature.



5.  While flying the ILS Z 19 
approach with a planned to circle to 
land on Runway 1, your missed 
approach point should be the point 
where the glideslope reaches the 
circling MDA.

    

A. True

B. False



5.  While flying the ILS Z 19 approach with 
a planned to circle to land on Runway 1, 
your missed approach point should be the 
point where the glideslope reaches the 
circling MDA.

    A. True

B. False

The missed approach point for a straight-in ILS approach is defined to be the point where the 
glideslope crosses the decision altitude. Since circling minimums are published as a minimum 
descent altitude, rather than a decision altitude, they technically only apply to non-precision 
approaches. Therefore, whenever you fly an ILS approach to circling minimums, you're effectively 
flying the localizer approach and just following the glideslope. This means that, regardless of 
whether you're following the glideslope or not, when you're planning to circle, your missed approach 
point is the same as the straight-in non-precision missed approach point, in this case WEVON. Of 
course you can start climbing as soon as you decide to go missed, but you shouldn't make any turns 
until you're past the actual missed approach point. Ref. AIM 5-4-20 (f). 

https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/media/aim.pdf


6. How can you determine if the destination airport has non-standard IFR alternate minimums.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

A. Check the FDC NOTAMs for the desired airport.

B. There will be a symbol that looks like a triangle with an ‘A’ in it on the approach plate in the Notes 
section.

C. There will be a symbol that looks like a triangle with a ‘T’ in it on the approach plate in the Notes 
section.

D. Check the ATIS or AWOS when inbound and within 20 NM.
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A. Check the FDC NOTAMs for the desired airport.

B. There will be a symbol that looks like a triangle with an ‘A’ in it on the approach plate in the Notes 
section.

C. There will be a symbol that looks like a triangle with a ‘T’ in it on the approach plate in the Notes 
section.

D. Check the ATIS or AWOS when inbound and within 20 NM.



 

7.  What does the route symbol next to the blue arrow mean?

A. NAVAID Changeover Point
B. MEA Changeover Point
C. MOCA Changeover Point
D. Speed Restriction Changeover Point



 

7.  What does the route symbol next to the blue arrow mean?

A. NAVAID Changeover Point
B. MEA Changeover Point
C. MOCA Changeover Point
D. Speed Restriction Changeover Point

This is a NAVAID changeover point. DME distance from the NAVAIDS east and west of the changeover point are 
listed on the top and bottom of the symbol.



8.  What type of airspace is at the 
Santa Barbara Municipal Airport?

A. Class B
B. Class C
C. Class D
D. Class E



8.  What type of airspace is at the 
Santa Barbara Municipal Airport?

A. Class B
B. Class C
C. Class D
D. Class E

Shaded blue areas with dashed blue borders indicate Class C airspace airports on IFR Charts. 

This is different than VFR sectional charts, where blue dashed lines indicate Class D airspace.



9.  You are planning a flight into Talladega Municipal Airport (KASN). At the 
time of your arrival, the TAF is forecasting a 1000 foot ceiling, so you file 
Anniston Regional (KANB) as an alternate. Anniston has an ILS approach to 
Runway 5. 

What are the minimum ceiling and visibility required in the forecast at 
Anniston for you to file this airport as your alternate, assuming you're 
flying a Category B aircraft?

A.  300 foot ceiling and 1/2SM visibility
B.  600 foot ceiling and 2SM visibility
C.  800 foot ceiling and 2SM visibility
D.  900 foot ceiling and 2SM visibility
E.  Anniston Regional (KANB) cannot be used as a legal alternate.





9.  You are planning a flight into Talladega Municipal Airport (KASN). At the 
time of your arrival, the TAF is forecasting a 1000 foot ceiling, so you file 
Anniston Regional (KANB) as an alternate. Anniston has an ILS approach to 
Runway 5. 

What are the minimum ceiling and visibility required in the forecast at 
Anniston for you to file this airport as your alternate, assuming you're 
flying a Category B aircraft?

D.  900 foot ceiling and 2SM visibility



10. You are enroute to your destination, you listen to ATIS and the airport is below 
minimums for every approach. You divert to your alternate, which has an ILS approach. 
What minimums must exist to fly the approach at your alternate?

A.  800’ ceiling and 2 sm visibilty
B.  2000’ ceiling and 3 sm visibility
C.  600’ ceiling and 2 sm visibility
D.  The minimums for the approach



10. You are enroute to your destination, you listen to ATIS and the airport is below 
minimums for every approach. You divert to your alternate, which has an ILS approach. 
What minimums must exist to fly the approach at your alternate?

A.  800’ ceiling and 2 sm visibilty
B.  2000’ ceiling and 3 sm visibility
C.  600’ ceiling and 2 sm visibility
D.  The minimums for the approach

For planning and filing, the minimums must be 800' ceilings and 2 SM visibility for non-precision 
approaches, and 600' ceilings and 2 SM visibility for precision approaches. However, since you are 
in-flight, you are only required to meet the minimum criteria listed for the specific approach you choose 
to fly.



Tonight’s Scenario
You are flying a 2008 Cirrus SR-22 with a Garmin Perspective panel, a Garmin GNC 305 autopilot and an 
active XM Weather subscription.

You have decided to get some IFR practice as the weather will permit flying in th eclouds but the ceilings are 
high enough to have a good margin above your personal minimums.

Your plan is to fly from your home airport in Norwood, MA (KOWD) to nearby Bedford, MA (KBED) and receive 
vectors to the RNAV (GPS) Z Rwy 29 approach. Land then then get a new IFR clearance back to Norwood 
where you plan on the RNAV (GPS) Rwy 35 approach. 



Comments about tonight’s scenario and/or quiz?



Next IMC Club Meetings
Online at 6 PM:  

June 22

July 27

Aug 24



Coordinated by:
EAA Chapter 1361, Inc.

Meetings: 6 pm on 1st Thursday of the Month

Reno-Stead Airport Terminal Meeting Room

Contact: imc-club@eaa1361.org

https://eaa1361.org

Click on ‘Membership’ to join online.

mailto:imc-club@eaa1361.org
https://eaa1361.org

